Abstract. Textiles are mainly used for decoration and protection. In both cases, their original appearance and its retention are important factors for customers. Therefore, evaluation of appearance parameters are critical for quality assurance purposes, during and after manufacturing, to determine the lifetime and/or beauty of textile products. In particular, appearance retention of textile products is commonly certified with grades, which are currently assigned by human experts. However, manufacturers would prefer a more objective system. We present an objective system for grading appearance retention, particularly, for textile floor coverings. Changes in appearance are quantified by using linear regression models on texture features extracted from intensity and range images. Range images are obtained by our own laser scanner, reconstructing the carpet surface using two methods that have been previously presented. We extract texture features using a variant of the local binary pattern technique based on detecting those patterns whose frequencies are related to the appearance retention grades. We test models for eight types of carpets. Results show that the proposed approach describes the degree of wear with a precision within the range allowed to human inspectors by international standards. The methodology followed in this experiment has been designed to be general for evaluating global deviation of texture in other types of textiles, as well as other surface materials. 1 Introduction Nowadays, the textile floor cover industry offers a wide range of carpets, of which those that retain their original appearance for longer periods are preferred by customers. The appearance retention (AR) in carpets is validated and certified following quality standards based on simulating traffic exposure.
Introduction
Nowadays, the textile floor cover industry offers a wide range of carpets, of which those that retain their original appearance for longer periods are preferred by customers. The appearance retention (AR) in carpets is validated and certified following quality standards based on simulating traffic exposure. 1 There are several standardized tests to provide Euronorm (EN) and International Standards Organization (ISO) certification of AR in carpets. 2 Particularly, different levels of traffic exposure are simulated, e.g., by degrading surfaces of new carpet samples (accelerating the wear) with mechanical devices over different periods of time. 3 After simulating traffic exposure, a carpet sample is called a fatigued specimen, and its degree of change is expressed by using a single overall AR grade. 2 The overall change is determined by independently evaluating changes in pattern, thickness, hairiness, color, and texture. These visual characteristics are expressed numerically and then combined to calculate the overall AR grade.
The change in appearance of a fatigued specimen is evaluated by comparing changes with respect to the original appearance of an unfatigued specimen and certified AR references. AR references are a set of fatigued specimen samples representing different AR grades. It is expensive and time consuming to compose an AR quality standard reference. Furthermore, features of physical fatigued specimen samples change over time and are exposed to involuntary detriment. Therefore, some certifications use photographs of the fatigued specimens instead. Particularly, AR references in Europe are composed of physical samples of fatigued specimens, while in the United States the AR references are composed of photographs.
Currently, AR retention in carpets is evaluated by at least three certified experts, a process that is hampered by human subjectivity. The human assessment results in inconsistencies between experts, with errors of up to a half grade in the AR grades. 2 The main drawbacks of this system are that it is time consuming, prone to human error, and requires at least three experts, who are not always available, especially within small companies.
Several studies have been performed in search of an objective AR grading assessment using image analysis techniques. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] Most of the research has been conducted using grayscale images, which require less rigorous control of illumination and camera characteristics than color images. Tested algorithms include gray value histogram analysis, co-ocurrence matrices, local intensity variation filters, statistical measures, and edge detection filters. Results of some of these algorithms show successful systems with correct assessment over 95% developed with specific algorithms for limited carpet types. 10, 11 None of these methods succeed at considering diverse carpet types.
Recently, we proposed an algorithm based on the local binary pattern (LBP) technique to quantify the degree of wear appropriately. 12 We briefly explain this algorithm in Sec. 2.2. We tested the algorithm using certified photographs for the American standard and photographs taken under fixed luminance conditions for the European standard. Although the method correctly distinguished AR grades in certified photographs, we found that non-certified photographs are non-robust enough for describing the appearance changes of carpets. 13 Several researchers also have explored the use of depth images, reflecting 3-D structure of the carpets. This is an important feature evaluated by experts, which cannot be indicated correctly in photographs. Recently, we presented a scanner specifically designed for scanning carpets using structured light triangulation.
14 These type of scanners have the advantage of low color sensitivity compared to other 3-D imaging methods. [15] [16] [17] The depth information is digitized into a range image, where the pixels of the image represent depth. This type of scanners has previously been used to characterize the 3-D surface roughness of fabrics. [18] [19] [20] [21] The performance of classical scanners has been improved by placing the carpet on a drum, which results in better capturing of the piles that define the structure of the carpet. We have proposed an automatic grading system based on image analysis algorithms using images obtained from the scanner based on a drum, together with photographs. 22 Linear models for quantifying changes in appearance of fatigued specimens are computed by combining texture features based on local binary patterns from both intensity and range images. The method was appropriate for automatically grading a specific type of textile, i.e., loop pile carpets.
The current paper presents for the first time an automatic grading system that is already generic for carpets with low pile construction and without color patterns. Some parts of the method have been explained in detail in previous papers.
12 -14,22-25 In this paper, we present an optimal combination of the previous findings. This combination significantly improves the performance of the method. The initial method has been improved by including two new components. The first new component consists of constructing the range images by applying an edge detection method based on the Gaussian pyramid representation. 24 This permits a more precisely reconstruction of the carpet surfaces. The second component consists of linearly modeled texture features based on local binary patterns whose probabilities of occurrence monotonically change with the AR grades. 25 The linear models computed with the new method predict the degree of wear better than those computed in previous approaches.
We tested the automatic grading system on AR references from the European standard. One linear model for each reference is computed by combining texture features based on local binary patterns extracted from both range and intensity images. The AR grade of a fatigued specimen sample within the evaluated AR references is calculated using the corresponding linear model. The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2.1, we describe the details of our proposed scanner and the carpet batch to be analyzed. In Sec. 2.2, we describe the technique for extracting texture features. In Sec. 2.3, we explain how to use the texture features to estimate the AR grades for new carpet samples by using linear regression models. In Sec. 3, we describe the experiment, report the results, and discuss the findings. Finally, in Sec. 4, we detail our conclusions.
Materials and Methods
We propose an automatic grading system in which visual characteristics related to appearance changes are independently quantified and then combined into a linear model to assess the AR grade of the fatigued specimen. We present here the results of a first approach, which models only texture features extracted from intensity and depth images.
International standards are defined independently for color and appearance degradation, where AR refers to the evaluation of degradation on the carpet texture surfaces independent of colors. Therefore, we use texture features decoupled from colors quantifying the difference, for both types of images, between the worn and original appearances. The method is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The steps are explained in detail in the following subsections.
Image Acquisition
The AR references used in our research follows the EN1471 European standard. 2 Each fatigued specimen sample contains both the appearance changes in the middle and the original appearance at both sides. The appearance changes are assessed with labels in the range from 1.0 to 5.0, with steps of half a point, where a severe change is labeled with an AR grade of 1 and original appearance with an AR of 5.0. The fatigued specimen samples have been collected from the following carpet types: high/low loop, loop, cut/loop, cut pile, cut design, frisé, and two types of shaggy. With these fatigued specimen samples, a database consisting of both intensity and range images has been composed. 13 The database of intensity images is composed of photographs with a size of 720 × 576 pixels corresponding to 17:28 × 13:82 cm 2 of the surface. Thus, one pixel represents a square with a size of 0.24 mm by 0.24 mm. Photographs are acquired in the RGB color space. However, since we are interested in evaluating texture change independent of color change, images must be transformed to other color representation space that permits to decouple the intensity information from the colors. 26 This is possible by using the luminance component from color representations such as the YUV (component Y) or the HSV (component V) color space. Previous investigations evaluating the luminance component for texture analysis tasks reported nonsignificant differences between both color spaces. 27, 28 Therefore, we chose the YUV representation space for this investigation.
In addition, the samples were scanned with our carpet scanner to compose the database of range images. To scan, a fatigued specimen sample is first clamped with elastic bands upon an inox-drum. Then, a line laser generator projects a uniform line on the surface of the sample. The reflected light, containing the depth information, is captured with a 3-CCD camera, configured to cover a similar surface area horizontally with the same pixel resolution as covered with the photographs. Afterward, the drum is rotated at a controlled speed to capture frames in which the projected light is spaced 0.24 mm apart. In each frame, the reflected light due to the projection of the laser line in the carpet surface is represented with pixels, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . One pixel per column is used for representing the depth of the surface with one array per frame, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . Finally, a range image, with the same pixel resolution as in the photographs, is constructed by sequentially aligning the arrays. The arrays are obtained using two approaches: the RefLight and the EdgeWav methods. 24 We briefly summarize these methods next.
The RefLight method
With the RefLight method, the array is obtained by detecting the highest position of the highest-intensity value on each column of the frame.
14 For example, the brightest pixel in column 4 of Fig. 2(a) is located at row 92. When the highest-intensity value is located in more than one row, the top location is chosen as in column 15 of Fig. 2(a) , where row 94 is selected. The RefLlight method characterizes the texture given by a carpet surface without separating specific details, such as distorted fibers from the base of the structure.
The EdgeWav method
The EdgeWav method has been designed for characterizing texture due only to the base surface structure. The method consists of detecting at different scales the edges corresponding to tuft tips, and then merging them into one image. 29 Edges are detected in each scale by using a Sobel operator. Experimentally, the edges of tuft tips can be visually distinguished up to a third resolution level. The edges in each scale are binarized using a threshold to separate tuft tips from noise and distorted fibers. This threshold is calculated using the Lipschitz exponent, which expresses the local regularity of a neighborhood. 30 The Lipschitz exponent is small where only fine texture or noise are present and large where smoother features or continuous edges are present. The resulting binary edges are merged into one image by using the logical OR operation. The average in terms of the locations of the pixels corresponding to edges is computed to obtain only one value of depth per column in the merged image. The method is graphically illustrated in Fig. 3 . In the figure, edges are detected with a Sobel (s) operator for three consecutive scales, given by Images I 1 , I 2 , and I 3 . Tuft tips are separated from both noise and distorted fibers by thresholding (t) the images using the Lipschitz exponent. Binary edges are merged into one image using the OR operation, indicated with the symbol þ. The symbol 2 ↓ refers to Gaussian downscaling and the symbol 2 ↑ to upscaling. The average (a) in terms of row positions of the pixels corresponding to edges is computed to obtain only one value of depth per column in the merged image.
The RefLight method implicitly contains information about hairiness since this method delineates distorted fibers, as opposed to the capturing base of the carpet structure, such as the WavEdge method. Therefore, both methods are complementary, thus combining the two leads to better results, as will be shown in Sec. 3.
We covered the entire surface for each AR grade by capturing five pairs of images corresponding to the worn and original appearances. Therefore, each AR grade in this experiment is associated with a set of 30 images (10 images for each method). All images have the same size and resolution. Cutouts of images for the AR references are shown in Fig. 4 , with intensity images at the top for each type, range images obtained with the Edge method in the middle and range images obtained with the RefLight method at the bottom.
Texture Feature Extraction
We quantify the difference in texture between images of worn and original appearance by extending a method proposed in a previous approach. 12 The method consists of assigning numbers to the pixels on both images (worn and original texture) by using the LBP operator. These numbers represent patterns of local intensity variations. The numbers of occurrences of the patterns along the images are accumulated into LBP histograms, with a single LBP histogram per image. The difference between LBP histograms corresponding to worn and original textures is computed using the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD). 31 Specific Fig. 3 The EdgeWav method. Vargas et al.: Automatic grading of appearance retention of carpets using intensity : : :
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Texture difference measurement
With the aim of leading to an universal automatic system, we previously proposed a methodology to select optimal imagebased features for describing AR grades. 32 With this methodology, characteristics from the description between AR grades and the features are quantified and compared using experimental design theory. 32 To select optimal texture features, we use in this investigation the following two quantified characteristics:
• The monotonicity, which measures the order between the KLD values and the AR grades. It is indicated by the symbol ω within a range from 0 to 1, which measures, using the Spearman rank correlation, the order of the texture features with the AR grades. ω ¼ 1 means perfect order.
• The discriminance, which measures the separability between KLD values of consecutive AR grades. It is indicated by the symbol τ, computed by counting how many times the difference between the average of features corresponding to consecutive AR grades is larger than the threshold for a statistic significance based on the Tukey test. 33 The τ value is divided into 7 (the number of consecutive pairs of AR grades) to normalize its range from 0 to 1.
Particularly, we previously compared the performance of the LBP technique against two classical techniques; namely, the co-ocurrence matrix technique and the Laws texture energy measures. 23 Results showed that the LBP technique describes more monotonically the transitional texture changes due to wear (ω ¼ 0.84 on average for the LBP technique against ω ¼ 0.61 and ω ¼ 0.74 for co-ocurrence and Laws techniques, respectively), as well as distinguishes a bigger number of consecutive AR grades (τ ¼ 0.28 on average for the LBP technique against τ ¼ 0.42 and τ ¼ 0.61 for co-ocurrence and Laws techniques, respectively).
With the LBP technique, we evaluate the neighborhood of a pixel in equidistant points on a concentric circle centered around the pixel. 34 A bit value equal to 1 is assigned to a point on the circle neighborhood of the pixel if the intensity value of the point is bigger than the intensity value of the pixel and a bit value equal to 0 otherwise. 35 One binary code word representing the pattern, is assigned to the pixel by reading the bin values on the circle neighborhood in a clockwise direction. In this approach, we compute LBP patterns for 8 and 12 circular neighbors using a radius of 1 and ffiffi ffi 2 p , respectively. Grouping patterns makes the representation becomes more compact and invariant to noise. We group mirror, complement, and rotational versions of LBP patterns using lookup tables. 36 To cope with the different types of carpets and textures, it was necessary to identify the best spatial resolution scale that optimally stresses the surface changes for each AR reference. We performed this analysis by keeping the LBP parameters fixed while resizing the images. Images were evaluated at spatial resolution scales ranging from 0.6 to 1, with intervals of 0.1. Scale factors smaller than 0.6 were not considered because the details of the texture surface vanish at those scales. We automatically selected for each AR reference images with a scale resolution at which the product between ω and τ was at its maximum.
The difference between histograms of LBP was computed using the Symmetric Kullback-Leibler (SKL) divergence. One SKL value, called κ, measures the difference in texture between a pair of images of worn original appearance. We obtained for each type of image within an AR grade a set of 25 κ-values by comparing the five images of worn against the five images of original appearance. Some of the κ-values from an AR grade could be significantly larger or smaller than the others because of the presence of factors such as flecks or speckles that could not be removed by the vacuum cleaning. These outliers were detected for each AR grade using the Mahalanobis distance between each κ-value and the whole set of 25 κ-values. The outliers were then replaced with the median from the κ-values of the corresponding fatigued specimen to allow statistical comparisons with an equal number of texture features per fatigued specimen. 33 Then, we replaced a maximum of five outliers to assure valid statistical comparisons between the κ-values of the AR grades. Using a power analysis test, we calculated that the minimal number of samples required in a set to assure valid statistical comparisons is 10, which means that the 25 κ-values are more than sufficient. 33 
Bin removal
Detection of most frequently occurring LBPs for particular textures, called dominant LBPs, increases the precision in texture classification tasks. 37 Changes of appearance in carpets due to degradation produce fine local texture changes, which are not necessarily of dominant texture. Therefore, we are interested in detecting those patterns that change accordingly with the wear. Because the texture due to wear is assumed to change transitionally, we propose to detect in the original LBP histogram the bins of those patterns which frequencies change monotonically. This increases the distinguish of κ-values corresponding to consecutive AR grades. We called this the Monotonic Local Binary Pattern (MLBP) detection. The bins corresponding to nonmonotonic LBPs are discarded from the histograms of LBP, reducing the histogram dimension. 25 Note that these relevant bins have to be selected for each AR reference.
We identify four types of change in bin behaviors within the original LBP histograms; namely (1) bins monotonically decreasing with AR grades, (2) bins with no changes with AR grades; (3) bins monotonically increasing with AR grades; and (4) bins randomly changing with AR grades. These four types of bin behaviors are illustrated in Fig. 6(a) .
The bins of all AR grades within an AR reference are drawn together to visualize the changes in frequencies of the bins related to the AR grades for each type of carpet.
Patterns that monotonically change with the AR grades (Types A and C) are separated from the others (types B and D). For this, we compute the Spearman rank correlation, termed ρ, between the bin frequencies and the AR grades. the Spearman rank correlation is a measure of statistical dependence between two variables. The absolute value of ρ for each bin is compared to a threshold, termed ε, to remove the non-monotonic patterns (B and D are those with jρj < ε) from the LBP histograms. One example of the differentiation of types of bin behaviors (C and D) is shown in Fig. 6(b) .
An optimal threshold (ε) for each AR reference can be obtained by iteratively evaluating, using ω and τ, the representation of all its AR grades while decreasing ε from 1 to 0. Figure 7 illustrates with one particular example for the frisé carpet type, the common behavior of ω and τ when varying ε in steps of −0.005. It can be seen that there is a region in which the product of ω and τ reaches a maximum value. Therefore, the optimal ε value can be chosen within this region.
Features Combination
Although the relationship between AR grades and κ-values is nonlinear, both for depth and intensity images, a linear approximation can be obtained by linearly combining them. This linear description has the benefit that it gives the same probability to each AR grade. We propose to combine the κ-values optimally using regression models for linearly representing the AR grades. 22 One linear regression model is built for each AR reference. Optimal models are constructed by excluding κ-values that do not contribute to the variation of the AR grades. In the following subsection, we discuss the two steps of the method in detail.
Quantification of ar grades using linear regression models
The AR references represent eight different carpet types, which are identified using the index c ¼ 1; : : : ; 8. The κ-values are subgrouped according to image type and the number of circular neighbors. We use m ¼ 1 for intensity images, m ¼ 2 for range images using the RefLight method, m ¼ 3 for range images using the EdgeWav method, n ¼ 1 for 8 circular neighbors, and n ¼ 2 for 12 circular neighbors. Each of the combinations of image type and number of circular neighbors for an AR reference is called a predictor, denoted by κ c mn . The subscript mn refers to a combination of image type and number of circular neighbors, and the superscript c refers to an AR reference. With this notations, the AR grades within an AR reference are linearly modeled using Eq. (1).
The corresponding predictors are used with a set of β parameters to estimate the degree of wear of an AR reference, denoted byŴ Fig. 7 An example of automatically selecting ε for the frisé carpet type. In the vertical axis, the word value refers to either ω or τ in a range from 0 to 1. The optimal ε value in this case is found to be in the range given by 0.52 AE 0.015, grouping between 70 and 90 LBPs. The rank correlation between κ-values and AR grades, as well as the efficiency discriminating consecutive AR grades, are maximum in this range.
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Detecting predictors that contribute to ar grading significantly
To identify predictors that do not contribute to the variation of AR grades, we use the stepwise regression method. 33 The method computes two statistical measures (namely, the adjusted R-squared, denoted by R 2 a , and the Variance Inflation Factor, denoted by VIF). Both measures, based on the statistical coefficient of determination (R 2 ) between the κ and W c values. The R 2 a -value measures the proportion of the variation in W c accounted for by the predictors within a range from 0 to 1. R 2 a ¼ 1 means that the AR grades are perfectly described by the linear model. In contrast with the coefficient of determination, the R 2 a -value is independent of the number of predictors.
The VIF value measures the correlations, called multicollinearity, between two subgroups of predictors. If P is the subgroup of predictors evaluated into a linear model and P 0 a subgroup of predictors excluded from that model, the correlation between both subgroups of predictors is denoted by VIF(P∶P 0 ). A multicollinearity problem is detected when the average in terms of the VIF-value, over all possible P 0 s, is higher than 5.
The stepwise regression method iteratively adds the predictor that maximizes R 2 a without causing a multicollinearity problem.
Experiment, Results, and Discussion
We have built linear regression models for the eight types of carpets given by the AR references from the EN1471 standard. We captured 30 images from each fatigued specimen representing an AR grade divide into 15 pairs (wornoriginal) of images. Each of those composed of three subsets of five pairs of images (five from photographs, five from the RefLight method, and five from the EdgeWav method). A total of 25 κ-values were computed for each subset of images. We used 15 of the κ-values per AR grade to construct the models and the others for validation. In the validation, the AR grades were correctly distinguished and ranked for six of the eight evaluated types of carpets (Shaggy 1, Loop, Cut/ Loop, High/Low Loop, and Frisé). These results are obtained from the procedure described next.
We are mainly interested in comparing the performance of κ-values obtained by combining the LBP and MLBP techniques with the RefLight and EdgeWav methods. To evaluate whether features extracted using both the RefLight and the EdgeWav methods are complementary in estimating the AR grades, we build an additional model evaluating all subgroups of κ-values. Therefore, we evaluate the following five models, defined as (M-): Table 1 for each carpet. It can be seen from the table that R Table 1 for each AR reference. Results show that features extracted using the RefLight method increase the R 2 a -values for some types of AR references. Range images using the RefLight method include information of distorted fibers, which represent the hairy appearance. Therefore, this result indicates that features quantifying such appearance are complementary for linearity describing the AR changes.
The five models were validated using the κ-values from the set of validation containing data from two intensity and two range images per fatigued specimen. To validate, we computed κ-values combining pairs of range and intensity images from those images, resulting in four AR grades per fatigued specimen. The final AR grade of a fatigued specimen is assessed by the average of the four grades. Figure 8 shows the AR grade results of the linear model of carpet type cut/loop for the combination of κ-values from one intensity image and one range image. Figure 8 displays in the horizontal axis the AR grades assigned by human experts and in the vertical axis the average of the results of the AR grades obtained with the linear models. It can be seen that in this case, M-5 correctly describes seven of the eight AR grades.
The trend results of the validations for the eight AR references are shown in Fig. 9 .
The figure shows that for six of the eight AR references, the models adequately describe the estimated degree of wear compared to the human assessment, with grade errors within the 0.5 grade (which are identified by points within the gray light squares; the bigger errors identified by points within dark gray squares) that is allowed to human inspectors by international standards. This result is an important step toward the development of an automatic grading system, complying with international standardizations, for evaluating appearance retention in textile floor coverings.
The 3-D information captured while scanning the fatigued specimens can be used to quantify several features related to appearance characteristics such as texture, hairiness, structure, and thickness. The range images used in this approach are constructed using all information in the surface together to describe the overall texture. Further improvement can be expected by independently computing image features representing separated appearance characteristics. This may be particularly helpful for improving the AR grade representation of AR references, like those in Fig. 9 (c) and 9(h), with errors bigger than the 0.5 AR grade.
Considering that information related to colors and patterns can be obtained from intensity images, a complete description of the AR of carpets may be achieved by selecting the optimal features using the linear regression method followed in this investigation. Therefore, including the resulting features within the stepwise regression method may lead to a model that more approximately represent the AR grades of the carpets.
The current scanner is a prototype version. Therefore, efforts should be made to improve the resolution and speed on the scanning process to devise an industrial grading system. The current approach was performed using limited samples for each AR reference type, so, more robust inferences can be obtained by computing statistics on larger datasets. Particularly, one database is needed for each AR reference type composed of samples better representing the texture diversity present in the market.
We believe that the presented methodology also can be useful for identifying correspondences between appearance and construction characteristics of the AR reference types. This is considering that the carpet types of the AR references are defined by a combination of characteristics in the carpet construction such as pile/surface fiber, type of manufacturer, and secondary backing, among others. These characteristics, combined with the knowledge of the human specialists into a more advanced modeling technique, may be useful for designing an universal grading system.
The findings of this approach could be useful for other applications where quality inspection of transitional changes is required, such as smoothness or roughness, assessment of fabric wrinkle recovery, piling propensity and smoothness after repeated laundering, assessment of seam appearance, assessment of crease retention, and assessment of the AR of finished garments.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented an automatic AR grade assessment system for carpets with low pile construction without color patterns, with grade errors within the 0.5 grade allowed by international standards to human inspectors. Therefore, we present a method that is already generic for those types of carpets. This result is a significant step forward for developing an automated assessment system suitable for the requirements of the carpet industry. In carpets with high pile construction, the changes were not detected well by our automatic system. These can be attributed to the fact that those changes are related to other surface features, such as thickness and hairiness. With the current system, AR grades are assessed automatically by quantifying the degree of wear in carpets using linear regression models on texture features extracted from intensity and range images obtained with our own carpet scanner. We improved the performance of the automatic system by including range images obtained by detecting edges on the reflected light using the wavelet representation space. Additionally, the dimension of LBP histograms has been optimally reduced by identifying patterns that monotonically change with the AR grades. This results in adjusted histograms that offer more relevant information for the linear models. We believe that further studies exploring other kind of quantifying characteristics such as thickness, hairiness, and color patterns may lead to the development of an automatic AR grading assessment for all types of carpets. Filip Rooms obtained his MSc degree in physics at Ghent University, Belgium, in 1999 and his PhD in image processing in 2005 on the topic of image restoration. Afterwards, he worked as a researcher at IncGEO, investigating and implementing software for computer vision in geographical and remote sensing applications. Currently, he has a postdoctoral position at Ghent University at the TELIN department in the IPI group, which is member of the interuniversitary institute IBBT.
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